Carroll T. MacMaster, Jr., son of Woodholme CC, Pikesville, Md., pro, appointed pro at Mecklenburg CC, Chase City, Va. . . . Young MacMaster has been running his fathers' golf range for past 3 years. . . Illinois Women's Golf Assn. allotting gallery fees of its 1948 championship and campaigning to sell Western Golf Assn. $5 individual memberships for benefit of Evans Caddie Scholarship fund.

Chicago District Golf Assn. 1947 year book recently issued, contains not only records of the CDGA but the most complete presentation of a handicap system you could desire. . . Tom McMahon, chmn., CDGA handicap committee, also was active on USGA committee which revised handicap system. . . McMahon's CDGA rating of Chicago district courses on a fractional par basis rates Medinah No. 3, where 1949 National Open will be played, from back tees, toughest in the district. . . Fractional par is 76.08 . . . On McMahon's fractional par basis Canterbury rates 75.83; Oakmont, 75.65 and Pine Valley, 73.25.

Audubon CC, Louisville, Ky., 1948 Year Book has on front cover a picture of its pro Bobby Craigs and is "affectionately dedicated to Bobby by the membership. Bobby Locke named "Best Dressed International Golfer" by Custom Tailors and

Get real protection from destructive DOLLAR SPOT- BROWN PATCH-COPPER SPOT use efficient PURATURF*

Experience and experimentation have proved the high effectiveness of Puraturf as a powerful liquid organic turf fungicide. Easy to use, Puraturf will keep your lawn and turf healthy. Just mix with water and apply as directed. It's economical, too!

FOR A COMPLETE SPRAY PROGRAM use Puraturf plus PURATURF 177, the outstanding organic cadmium turf fungicide.

Distributed by NIAGARA SPRAYER AND CHEMICAL DIVISION FOOD MACHINERY CORPORATION MIDDLEPORT, N. Y.
Manufactured by GALLOWHUR CHEMICAL CORP.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

GREEN DRAGON

Lively suds clean quickly and easily.
Contains no harmful chemicals. Will never develop any offensive odor. No muss, no waste. Convenient and economical. Glistening clean balls are easy to follow in play.

Price $4.50 per gal.
5 gal. cans $21.50.

(Please mention your dealer's name when ordering)

D.B.A. PRODUCTS CO.
Dept. G3 Deerfield, Ill.
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The Popular way to pep-up play and profits

From the day you install an Ederer Golf Net you'll find it a standout feature for building good will, better and happier players and more business for your club and your professional.

Rain or shine your Ederer Net is one spot that will always be busy. Few features, if any, pay off so high in popularity and utility for so small an investment. Hundreds of officials, pros and managers will tell you that.

Plan on at least one Ederer this year and see... how it cuts down the beefing when the first tee is loaded... how handy it is for practice without shag boys or when the pupil and pro want privacy for the lesson... how perfect it is for the warm-up before the game.

Designers Assn. of America... Bob Harlow named "Best Dressed Golf Writer" by American Restaurant Assn. and Duncan Hines... George S. May named "Best Dressed Golf Club President" by George S. May... Jimmy Demaret named "Best Dressed Golfer Any Damn Place" by Paine's Fireworks Co.

Here are changes in the pro line-up relayed to us by "Lashe" Meyers of Pittsburgh:... Nell McHugh to Grove City (Pa.) CC replacing Bert Gallagher... Fred A. Welch from Binghamton, N.Y. to Pleasant Valley CC, Connellsville, Pa., replacing Ken Rutherford who went to assist his dad at State College Pa.... Milton Dunsmore, ex-asst. at New Castle (Pa.) CC to Sharon (Pa.) CC as pro replacing George Swankie who retired... Jimmy Born from Foxburg (Pa.) CC to Suncrest GC, Butler, Pa.

Also from "Lashe": Lou Fabian, ex-asst. at Chartiers CC, Pittsburgh, to Phillipsburg (Pa.) CC as pro replacing Leo Anderson... Leo goes as pro to American Legion course, Mount Union, Pa.... Sammy Drake, formerly asst., Churchill Valley CC, Pittsburgh, Pa., to Elks CC, Richmond, Ind.... Dick Klein, formerly asst., Churchill Valley, now pro at Ebensburg (Pa.) CC.

TIRE MATS

1—Driving Tees

Driving Range and Public Course Operators... here we believe is the finest tee made from tires. Designed to specifications of well-known pros, these mats are functionally ideal, reversible, and virtually everlasting. Immediate delivery. Sizes 42"x60" and 48"x60". Also special sizes.

2—Floor Mats

Tire Floor-Mats in long runners and special sizes for locker room, grills, entrances, and shower rooms. Pay for themselves by saving floors, spikes, and preventing accidents. Low prices due to high production.

Prices and information available upon request.

MERCHANTS TIRE COMPANY
2710 Washington Blvd.
St. Louis 3, Mo.
"On the Job" Research Begins in Illinois

Midwest Assn. of Golf Course Supts. and Agronomy Dept., University of Illinois, are cooperating in an "on the job" turf research program with Chicago area courses as sites of the preliminary work which will be extended in the state, according to present plans.

Ray Gerber, chmn., Turf committee, Midwest Assn. and supt., Glen Oak CC, Glen Ellyn, Ill., outlines the initial meeting which was held at the university.

Says Gerber, in the Midwest's bulletin:

"Dr. Burleson, Head Agronomist, opened the meeting and inquired about specific turf problems on the golf course in the Chicago area that would require special research study. A preliminary outline of turf research and weed control experimental projects was presented by the greenkeeping group for discussion and consideration.

"Suggestions were made concerning the possibility of accomplishing some of the practical research work on designated golf courses in the Chicago area which would provide better facilities to carry on with special projects under actual playing con-

PROTECT FAIRWAYS AND GREENS WITH A REALOCK FENCE

Made of steel wire, heavily galvanized, Realock® Chain Link Fence is tamper-proof and weather-resistant. It provides maximum protection with a minimum of maintenance. Write our nearest office for free estimates.


WICKWIRE SPENCER STEEL DIVISION
THE COLORADO FUEL AND IRON CORP.
THE CALIFORNIA WIRE CLOTH CORP.

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
153 KIBBY STREET, LIMA, OHIO, U. S. A.

QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR OVER A QUARTER CENTURY

Manufacturers of the famous Artkraft Bea-Food Beverage Cooler and Food Refrigerator. Artkraft Signs for National Advertisers. Artkraft Low Boy Table Top Refrigerator, Bev-Giant Cooler, Bev-Ritz Office Beverage Cooler, Bev-Cool Bottle Coolers for Dr. Pepper, Double Cola, Whistle, Vessa Cola, O-So Grape, B-1, Red Rock Cola.


THIS COUPON FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

Artkraft MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
153 KIBBY STREET, LIMA, OHIO, U.S.A.

( ) Please send literature on BEV-FOOD and name of dealer in my territory.

NAME

CLUB

STREET

CITY
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IN TRO DUC I NG
A New Formula For
Playing Comfort
AIRWALK FLEXISOLE

COOLER
Made of air-foam — Every step ventilates

COMFORTABLE
Bouyant support — Softly absorbs shock

WASHABLE
Because of new patented process

Acclaimed and accepted by over 85% of
contesting pros at 30th Annual PGA
Championship. A quick selling "natural"
for mid-season pro shop sales.

AirWalk Flexisoles give bouyant, muscle
relaxing support. They softly absorb foot
and leg shock, relieve fatigue and add
comfort and enjoyment to the round,
especially when the ground is hot and dry.

Attractively packed in compact cellophane
window box. Write for prices and literature.

Retail Price $2.00 Per Pair

Manufactured by:
AirWalk Mfg. Co., Box 52, Clayton, Mo.

Sales Agent:
MARKO SPORTS SERVICE
6110 Pershing ST. LOUIS 12, MO.

PHILLIPS
GOLF SPIKES

The Swing is to the
LARGER BASE
• WILL NOT TILT or Break Through Sole.
• KEEPS THE SPIKE ERECT.
• PREVENTS OUTER SOLE from Rolling.
• WEATHER TIGHT — RUST PROOF.
(White Plated or Black Finish)
WILL NOT TURN BY THE THREADS

F. C. PHILLIPS, INC.
STOUGHTON, MASS.

"In response to the golf course superin-
tendents' proposal, university officials
agreed wholeheartedly to cooperate with
the Midwest Association of Golf Course
Superintendents in conducting a series of
"on the job" experimental projects cover-
ing the study of poa annua-control of
chickweed and soil compaction tests on
greens, tees and fairways.

"A request was made by the Agronomy
department for more specific information
concerning the approximate number of
persons participating in the game of golf,
(State of Illinois) the number of golf
courses, both private and fee; total acre-
age devoted to turf maintenance and in-
vestment of property. Dr. Burleson stated
that this pertinent information would be
of real importance when making a request
for research funds to carry on with fur-
ther experimental developments.

"The meeting closed with a mutual un-
derstanding among those present that
there is a definite need for practical as
well as technical research, and that tenta-
tive plans be drafted immediately to ini-
tiate a research program on designated
golf courses in the Chicago area, with the

100% NYLON GOLF CLUB COVER

Only cover of its kind. Won’t stretch, shrink, snag, fade, run or lose its shape. Red & Blue, Brown & Yellow, Green & Lime. Attractively boxed.

SET OF THREE 3.95
SET OF FOUR 5.00

ORDER TODAY
Through Your Jobber or Direct
NY-AN COMPANY, Albany 2, N.Y.

A visit to the LaGrange CC was made by Dr. Fullemen and Dr. Slife for the purpose of inspecting local turf conditions, and to make recommendations as to the manner of conducting the experiments. Following the tour, a meeting was held in the office of the Greenkeeping Superintendent. It was suggested to focus attention at present on the control of chick-weed and as time permitted, additional plots would be installed for the study of other specific turf problems.

“For association members who are interested in cooperating, the following layout procedure is printed:

“1. Submit layout drawing of area or fairway that is to be used for experimental purposes.

“2. Take a series of 2” soil plugs from the area, and mark each sample plainly, also indicating on the layout drawing where the samples of soil were taken.

“3. Make certain that all samples are wrapped separately and also numbered to correspond with the exact position on the drawing.

“4. Give name of Greenkeeping Superintendent and club where experiments are being conducted.”

PRO CARE

NEW • PRACTICAL

Heavy canvas holder for any number of clubs — fits any bag — instantly and permanently installed.

Individual full length pockets for each club.

Prevents excessive shaft and end wear. Keeps shafts clean — separates club heads — assists caddy replace clubs carefully in bag and in permanent rotation. Minimizes losing clubs.

Designed and manufactured by a professional.

Bill Wotherspoon,
Southern Hills pro says:
“Nine out of ten of our players are enthusiastic about BAG PAK — it’s really great!”

Manufactured by
HUGH BANCROFT, INC.
P. O. Box 949
Tulsa, Oklahoma
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Golf players like the extra distance, durability and accuracy of these precision-built SEAMLESS golf balls. Made to SEAMLESS quality standards by the finest craftsmen, using the latest equipment. Recommend the ball that's “right” for each player’s game. No finer golf balls made!

- **SEAMLESS “400”**—(95c) Liquid Center. Thin Cadwell-Geer Cover. Famous for distance.
- **SEAMLESS “500”**—(95c) Liquid Center. Tough Cadwell-Geer Cover. Famous for durability.
- **SEAMLESS “Nassau”**—(70c) Tough Cadwell-Geer Cover. Famous for value.
- **SEAMLESS “Beacon”**—(50c) Extra Tough Cover. Ideal for driving ranges.

**Athletic Goods Division**

**THE SEAMLESS RUBBER COMPANY**

NEW HAVEN 3, CONN., U. S. A.
Minimum House Account Plan
Endorsed by 3 Year Use

By HERB GRAFFIS

Maybe when you think of George S. May and his Tam O’Shanter CC on the northwest corner of Chicago, you think of the tournament pros hitting the jackpot and a three-ring circus of pro and amateur plant and women stars in the Tam big annual tournament or George’s “Sunrise in the Grand Canyon” shirts. “Golf is a hell of a lot of fun to that guy and since he’s willing to pay for it, why not?” you may think and let it go at that.

But you don’t know the canny Georgie back-stage. He applies to his country club the ideas of business management his organization sells to its industrial clients. There are a lot of details in those ideas but they all boil down to “if you can’t make money at it, don’t do it.”

Although most private country clubs are organized “not for profit” none of them yet has found it isn’t wise to have a good piece of cash on the right side of the ledger. Some of them already have been disillusioned thinking they were making enough in the fat years to finance overdue improvement and rehabilitation work. When costs mounted higher than the funds ear-marked for the work the officials and members were sharply reminded that a country club is a business run for the enjoyment of its members.

George S. May learned that the hard way. He took Tam O’Shanter over after the club had experienced depressions, fires and the usual routine of other adversities. He’s put more than a million dollars into the plant and that wasn’t done just so good fellows could come in and have George pour more money in to enjoy their company. He built Tam o’Shanter as a private membership golf plant that would be a sound investment.

May found, as innumerable club officials have discovered before him, that a course and a clubhouse may draw business but if people won’t spend when they are at the club the initiation fee and dues won’t take care of operating expenses.

He wrestled with the house problem for years and in 1945 put into effect the plan that has achieved what almost every club wants—members using the club more.

The plan simply was to have a “Minimum Spending House Account” which called for regular members being charged a minimum of $20 a month for house account. Social, limited and women members were to spend a minimum of $10 a month. Limited members at Tam are those who do not have golf privileges Saturday, Sunday or holidays.

Now the minimum is $30 a month for all classes.

That’s because the plan worked.

It did ease out some members, but not many. Analysis of house accounts before the plan was adopted showed that 22 of the 297 regular members had house accounts in excess of the minimum, 22 of the 73 remaining had house accounts of more than $200 a year, and only 51 had house accounts of less than $200 a year.

With food costs, wages and other operating expenses constantly increasing, the country club has the problem of making a delicate balance based on steady, high volume of restaurant and bar business. The country club member eats away from home fairly often and usually entertains far more than the non-club member. Getting him in the habit of doing a considerable part of his dining-out and entertaining at the club brings the volume the club needs. A private club can make money with a menu and drink charge

(Continued on page 73)
Being a Pro Means Being a Businessman

By EMIL BECK
Professional-Superintendent, Black River Country club, Port Huron, Mich.

Any way you look at it, professional golf is a business. A fellow who gets into pro golf as a home club pro has to study and work to qualify himself so he can discover chances for improvement in every phase of his club’s operation or he can’t say that he is a success as a golf businessman.

By that I certainly don’t mean that the pro should go around making it his business to find room for improvement in the course and house operations if there is a competent greenkeeper and an able manager on the job. But he can, tactfully and helpfully aid these other department heads by passing on to his team-mates such information as he picks up from members and observes in getting around to other clubs.

When the pro is in charge of the entire plant or of the outside operations of course maintenance and landscaping, as well as running the golf activities at the club, he must have business judgment and knowledge of a specialized nature as well as good general business training. All he has to do is to look at the figures of the club’s investment and annual revenue and he will be reminded that the golf business is no place for an untrained amateur.

In my own case, 15 or 16 years ago I read in GOLFDOM advising the younger pro to make a serious study of course maintenance if he wanted to be qualified for a job that would pay enough to justify the full efforts of an ambitious youngster. I took that advice and now am pro and supt. of a club having 600 members. I am confident that the condition of our course and the efficiency of operation will compare very favorably with that of any similar club in the country. I know, too, that our pro shop operations and teachings have won the strong endorsement of satisfied members.

Combination Job is Exacting

There will continue to be controversy about the pro-greenkeeping set-up. While granting the merits of having one man exclusively for the greenkeeping job I would be willing to debate anybody on the capacity of a properly trained pro-greenkeeper to handle the combination job. However, the combination job is not one that can be correctly handled unless the man has had enough course maintenance training to be able to know what the course needs and to train and supervise men for doing the work. The pro who tries to handle a combination job without knowing as much about greenkeeping as he does about teaching, playing and pro shop work, is exposing himself to risk of losing his job. Members are quick to note and complain about any defect in course condition that could be prevented or corrected promptly by a competent man.

In each detail of the strictly pro operations there is need of the same sort of study and supervision a successful man would have to give if he was in charge of a plant. The pro can’t let his brain loaf a minute at or away from his club.

As an example of how all time can mean money to the pro who keeps thinking of his business for the club I can cite our propaganda campaign at the club.

Due to an operation I found myself in the position of not being able to get around as much as usual so decided to make as much of my incapacity as possible by starting and keeping going an intensive and vigorous mailing and publicity campaign.

Regularly my staff would meet for the purpose of discussing and condensing the interesting happenings around the club. This material would be put into readable form and sent to all members regularly. Naturally we’d get a plug in for the pro shop and lessons. We’ve used this idea for years but hadn’t worked it as intensively as this year. Got the idea out of GOLFDOM many years ago.

Although this is a private club we have a working arrangement with the director of athletics of the public school system whereby we give free golf instruction to any high school student who expresses a desire to enter these classes. We also make available to them the golf course facilities, free of charge, on certain days, to practice what they have learned. This arrangement serves a twofold purpose. It plays an important part in the development of future golfers and gives us a potential caddy sup-

(Continued on page 75)
Getting Greens Turf That You Can Control

By FRANKLIN HAMMOND

It is generally accepted that we must build into the green all the qualities it should have to maintain itself and to supplement this with as few as possible extra maintenance operations. If we place in the soil materials which when acted upon by the (as we hope) correct weather conditions to produce the results desired what will be the effect if the opposite conditions prevail? If this adverse weather lasts for a long period and is suddenly replaced with the hoped for conditions what then?

For example — there has been built into the green large amounts of compost and other materials so that we think the green has a foundation satisfactory to sustain growth for a long period. The weather happens to be cool and dry all spring. Naturally we have tried to induce growth with supplemental methods with only partial success. These conditions could prevail up to warm weather. Suddenly the weather changes to a very wet condition lasting for a long spell. We have an oversupply of moisture, high temperature and the hot part of the growing season at hand. It requires little imagination to realize what will happen to the vegetative material in the green plus the action of the supplemental feedings we have applied earlier in the season to induce growth, and which have not had the correct weather conditions to use up the material. Fast soft growth is started and there is no way to check it. The turf will be susceptible to every grass pest in the neighborhood. We have brought on the very condition to be avoided. Most of the protective measures we may try will have a tendency to increase this growing spurt while checking the pest.

Keep Greens in Balance

If we can build a green which is always in balance between growing and standing still we will always have control of its growth which means its condition. Greens can be constructed so that this control always remains with the greenkeeper not with what has been built into the green. This qualification can be built into the green without sacrificing any of the desirable specifications.

We might compare this condition with a steamship at rest on the water. As long as it is without motion ahead or astern it is out of control of the crew. Give it a little motion ahead under its own power. As long as it moves under the direction of those in charge it is under control. If forward motion is too rapid it can be checked by reducing the power. Should the engine room crew stoke the boilers to the limit and quit then the deck crew will lose control and have to wait for the driving force to burn itself out. If a large enough obstruction (pest) gets in the way at this high speed, it's too bad for the ship.

The requirements of a golf green are:

- Pleasing appearance.
- A surface suitable to hold the shot to be played to the green. (Fast or slow.)
- Smooth even texture both in turf and soil.
- Playable at all times. (Wet or dry.)
- Freedom from pests.
- Healthy.

The general belief is that a fast green is dry and hard and a slow green is soft and wet. I cannot agree that this is so. The texture of the surface of the grass can be so modified that these qualities can be given the green without affecting the soil.

A hard dry soil surface with the standard type green construction would mean that the whole green is dry to a considerable depth. If this is so then the whole function of the soil turf is upset. Compost will not break down to help feed the grass, fertilizers will lose considerable of their value, soil water for the plant roots will be at a minimum. Packing of the soil will be increased and other troubles brought on.

Water will be the chief material used in controlling a green in this condition. With much water-holding soil below the surface of a contoured green the watering operation will be complicated. No matter how well the soil may have been mixed and spread when the green was built there will be some unevenness in the water holding capacity of that soil. High places will be particularly hard to wet and hold moisture of the same quantity as the low parts. For this reason the surface will be uneven in softness. The grass in the hollows will be growing faster than on the high spots thus increasing the softness in texture at these
Ben Hogan wins 1948 and sets all-time playing

MacGregor Tourney Golf Clubs

RUNNER-UP JIMMY DEMARET ALSO BREAKS PREVIOUS RECORD PLAYING MACGREGOR EQUIPMENT

Winning the U. S. Open with a score of 276—the lowest in its history—Ben Hogan continues to set record after record. The new champion and the year’s lead-

WINNERS OF THE BIG 3— U. S. OPEN P. G. A. MASTERS play MacGregor Tourney Golf Clubs Exclusively

• Ben Hogan is the second golfer in history ever to capture U. S. Open and P.G.A. Championships the same year. Claude Harmon is 1948 Masters Champion.